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+10.64 +0.64% | SHANGHAI 2,602.15

FTSE 6,880.19

Amazon aims at office
workers with compact

New national
automotive policy
focuses on nextgeneration vehicles

Automotive

Manufacturing sales grow
10.2 pct in October

Manufacturing

RM73.1 bil
92% of M’sian Internet
users to participate in
12.12 sales

E-Commerce

was the sales of
Malaysia’s
manufacturing in
Oct 2018

Cybersecurity

cashier-less food
store

‘The rules of engagement
have broken’ in
cyberspace, says CEO
of cybersecurity giant
FireEye
Commentary:

Biotech

TH gives RM150,000
worth of equipment to
asnaf entrepreneurs

Technology

Kerjasama PROTON-

Entrepreneurs

was the number of
local workers were
laid off after five
companies ceased
operation

+73.25 +1.08%

GLOBAL NEWS

'kereta Malaysia sejati'
- PM

362

+454.73 +2.15%

LOCAL NEWS
Geely mampu hasilkan

was the sales of
global semiconductor
manufacturing

DID YOU KNOW?

|

Automotive

US$62.1
bil

+157.03 +0.64%

| NIKKEI 21,602.75

Self-Help

DJIA 25,527.27

+8.06 +0.31%

Self-Help

FBMKLCI 1,663.27

The gene-editing road
to human advancement
is paved with good
intentions

5 communication hacks
for the early stage
entrepreneur

Burnout: The
entrepreneur's dilemma
and 3 ways to avoid it
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